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A new gyrokinetic equation is derived for rotating plasmas with large flow velocities on the order
of the ion thermal speed. Neoclassical and anomalous transport of particles, energy, and toroidal
momentum are systematically formulated from the ensemble-averaged kinetic equation with the
gyrokinetic equation. As a conjugate pair of the thermodynamic force and the transport flux, the
shear of the toroidal flow, which is caused by the radial electric field shear, and the toroidal viscosity
enter both the neoclassical and anomalous entropy production. The interaction between the
fluctuations and the sheared toroidal flow is self-consistently described by the gyrokinetic equation
containing the flow shear as the thermodynamic force and by the toroidal momentum balance
equation including the anomalous viscosity. Effects of the toroidal flow shear on the toroidal ion
temperature gradient driven modes are investigated. Linear and quasilinear analyses of the modes
show that the toroidal flow shear decreases the growth rates and reduces the anomalous toroidal
viscosity. © 1997 American Institute of Physics. @S1070-664X~97!01302-5#I. INTRODUCTION
In most magnetically confined toroidal plasmas, the ob-
served particle and heat fluxes across the magnetic flux sur-
faces are dominated by the turbulent or anomalous
transport,1 which greatly exceed the predictions of the neo-
classical transport theory.2–4 However, in some operational
regions of tokamak plasmas such as high-confinement modes
~H-modes!5 and reversed shear configurations,6 there have
been observed transport barriers with a significant reduction
of anomalous transport. Generally, large radial electric field
shear ~or sheared flow! is considered as a cause of such re-
duction of the transport level. Determination of profiles of
the radial electric fields or the sheared flows requires relevant
analysis of the momentum balance equations. Since the vis-
cosity involved in the neoclassical transport gives a signifi-
cant contribution in the momentum balance, we should con-
sider both the neoclassical and anomalous transport
processes simultaneously in order to investigate the interac-
tion of the sheared flow and the turbulent fluctuations.
In our previous works,7,8 the neoclassical and anomalous
transport are formulated in the synthesized framework, al-
though that theory treats the E3B flow velocity as on the
order of the diamagnetic drift velocity. In the present work,
our theory is extended to that for the rotating plasma with
large flow velocities on the order of the ion thermal speed.
Then, it is not valid to use conventional drift-kinetic and
gyrokinetic equations,9–15 in which the flow velocities are
assumed to be O (dvTi). Here vTi[(2Ti /mi)1/2 denotes the
ion thermal velocity, d[r i /L the drift ordering parameter,
r i[vTi /V i the ion thermal gyroradius, and L the equilib-
rium scale length. Hazeltine and Ware derived the drift-
kinetic equation for the plasma with large flows on the order
of the ion thermal speed.16 That equation has a complicated
structure including the gyroviscosity term although it reduces
to a simplified form in the case of the toroidally rotatingPhys. Plasmas 4 (2), February 1997 1070-664X/97/4(2)/405/
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port coefficients were obtained by Hinton and Wong17 and
by Catto et al.18 Artun and Tang19,20 derived the gyrokinetic
equation in the case where the large equilibrium flows exist.
In the present work, we derive the new form of the gyroki-
netic equation for the large flow case. Our gyrokinetic equa-
tion contains the term responsible for the perpendicular
anomalous viscosity ~or Reynolds stress!, which is not in-
cluded in the equation by Artun and Tang. This gyrokinetic
equation, which is written in a compact form for the toroi-
dally rotating axisymmetric system, is useful to express the
anomalous transport and the resultant anomalous entropy
production. It is emphasized that, in the rotating plasma, the
shear of the toroidal flow or the radial electric field shear
enters both the neoclassical and anomalous transport equa-
tions as an additional thermodynamic force, and that the
products of the toroidal flow shear and the conjugate neo-
classical and anomalous toroidal viscous fluxes make signifi-
cant contributions to the total entropy production. These con-
tributions of the toroidal flow shear and viscosities are
considered as higher-order small quantities in d by conven-
tional treatments. The turbulent fluctuations and the resultant
anomalous transport are influenced by the flow shear or the
radial electric field shear contained as the additional thermo-
dynamic force in the gyrokinetic equation.
Taking account of all the neoclassical and anomalous
transport processes, we obtain balance equations for the par-
ticles, energy, toroidal momentum, entropy, and the fluctua-
tion amplitude. Since the toroidal momentum is directly re-
lated to the radial electric field, the toroidal momentum
balance equation describes the temporal evolution of the ra-
dial electric field. Through the anomalous viscosity term in
the toroidal momentum balance equation, the fluctuations af-
fect the flow and the associated radial electric field as a re-
action to the sheared flow effect on the fluctuations. Thus,40514/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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our extended theory gives a self-consistent description of the
interaction between the fluctuations and the sheared flow
based on the rigorous statistical kinetic foundation.
As in our previous works,7,8 let us start from an
ensemble-averaged kinetic equation for species a:
] f a
]t
1v¹ f a1
ea
ma
SE1 1
c
v3BD  ] f a]v
5^Ca&ens1Da1I a , ~1!
where Ca is a collision term, I a is a term representing the
effects of external sources such as neutral beam injection,
and Da is a fluctuation-particle interaction term defined by
Da52
ea
ma
K Eˆ  ] fˆ a]v L
ens
,
~2!
Eˆ52¹fˆ .
Here ^&ens denotes the ensemble average and we divided the
distribution function ~the electric field! into the ensemble-
averaged part f a (E,F) and the fluctuating part fˆ a (Eˆ ,fˆ ).
Throughout this paper, the magnetic fluctuations Bˆ are not
considered although generalization to the case with the mag-
netic fluctuations is straightforward. The source term I a is
assumed to be a quantity of O(d2).17 Then we should note
that the linearized drift-kinetic equation and the gyrokinetic
equation are not affected by I a . Thus the neoclassical and
anomalous transport equations are not changed by the source
term, although the balance equations of particles, energy, and
momentum derived from Eq. ~1!, which are O (d2), involve
source terms caused by I a .
In deriving the drift-kinetic and gyrokinetic equations,
the perturbative expansion in the drift-ordering parameter d
is utilized. When we apply this expansion procedure to the
system with the large flow on the order of the ion thermal
velocity, it is useful to observe particles’ gyromotion from
the moving frame with that flow velocity V0. Hereafter we
consider only axisymmetric systems, for which the magnetic
field is given by
B5I~C!¹z1¹z3¹C , ~3!
where z is the toroidal angle, C represents the poloidal flux,
and I(C)5RBT . Hinton and Wong17 showed that, in the
axisymmetric systems, the poloidal flow decays in a few
transit or collision times and that the lowest-order flow ve-
locity V0 is in the toroidal direction and is derived from
E01V03B/c50 as
V05V0zˆ, V05RVz52RcF08~C!, ~4!
where F0(C) denotes the lowest-order electrostatic poten-
tial in d and E0[2¹F0[2F08¹C . We should note that
the toroidal angular velocity Vz52cF08 is directly given by
the radial electric field and is a flux-surface quantity. The
lowest-order electrostatic potential is written as F21 in the
paper by Hinton and Wong17 although it is denoted by F0 in
the present work since we follow the Littlejohn’s drift order-
ing rule21 to regard the electric charge e ~instead of F) as the
parameter of O (d21): e5e21. As in the work by Hinton and
Wong,17 let us introduce the phase space variables406 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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nates x in the laboratory frame and the velocity v8[v2V0 in
the moving frame as
x85x, «5 12ma~v8!
21Ja ,
~5!
m5
ma~v'8 !
2
2B ,
v'8
v'8
5e1cos j1e2sin j ,
where (e1 ,e2 ,b[B/B) are unit vectors which forms a right-
handed orthogonal system at each point, and v85v i8b1v'8
with v i85v8b. In the definition of the energy variable « ,
Ja is given by
Ja[eaF
˜
12
1
2maV0
2
, ~6!
where F˜1[F12^F1&@5O (d)# is the poloidal-angle-
dependent part of the electrostatic potential. The magnetic
flux surface average is denoted by ^&. It is shown that « and
m are conserved along the lowest-order guiding center orbit:
(d«/dt)05(dm/dt)050 where [rdj/2p represents the
gyrophase average. The guiding center velocity is defined by
vda[
d
dt S v83bVa D
5
cm
eaB
~¹3B!bb1
c
eaB
b3@m¹B1ma~v i8!2b¹b
1ea¹F11maV0¹V01mav i8b¹V01mav i8V0
¹b# , ~7!
where we should note that the centrifugal force
2maV0¹V05maR(Vz)2¹R and the Coriolis force
2mav i8b¹V02mav i8V0¹b52mav i8Vzb3(¹R3zˆ) con-
tribute to the guiding center drift velocity.
Applying the same procedure as in Ref. 8 to Eq. ~1!, we
obtain the double-averaged kinetic equation over the statisti-
cal ensemble and the gyrophase angle j which is valid up to
O(d2) and is written as
L~ f¯a1 f˜a~1 !!5^C¯a&ens1Da2L f˜a~2 !, ~8!
where  and ˜ denote the average and oscillating parts with
respect to the gyrophase angle j , respectively, and the dif-
ferential operator L is defined by
L[
d
dt1Va
]
]j
[
]
]t
1v¹1«˙
]
]«
1m˙
]
]m
1~j˙1Va!
]
]j
. ~9!
Here and hereafter, the spatial gradient operator ¹ is taken
with (« ,m ,j) fixed. The gyrophase-dependent parts of the
first and second-order distribution functions are given by
f˜a~1 !5
1
Va
E jdjL f¯a˜ ,
~10!
f˜a~2 !5
1
Va
E jdj@L f˜a~1 !˜2CaL~ f˜a~1 !!2D˜ a#
[ f˜aH1 f˜aC1 f˜aA ,H. Sugama and W. Horton
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where Ca
L denotes the linearized collision operator @see Eq.
~8! in Ref. 22# and the integration constants related to *jdj
are uniquely determined by the conditions f˜a(1)5 f˜a(2)50.
Here the second-order gyrophase-dependent distribution
functions f˜aC and f˜aA are associated with collisional ~classical!
and turbulent ~or anomalous! dissipation processes, respec-
tively, while f˜aH is related to the higher-order small correc-
tions to the drift orbit with no dissipation.8
The lowest-order solution of Eq. ~8! is the Maxwellian
distribution function which is written as
f a05naS ma2pTaD
3/2
expS 2 ma~v8!22Ta D
5NaS ma2pTaD
3/2
expS 2 «TaD , ~11!
where the temperature Ta5Ta(C) and Na5Na(C) are flux-
surface functions although generally the density na depends
on the poloidal angle u through Ja and is given by
na5Na expS 2 JaTa D . ~12!
The charge neutrality (aeana50 imposes the constraints on
F˜1 and Na . For plasmas consisting of electrons and a single
species of ions with charge ei[Zie , we have17
e
Te
F˜15
mi~Vz!2~R22^R2&!
2~ZiTe1Ti!
,
~13!
ZiNi~C!5Ne~C!expS 2 mi~Vz!2^R2&2Ti D ,
where me /mi(!1) is neglected. It is emphasized that the
density na and the temperature Ta as well as the toroidal
~angular! velocity Vz should be specified for the lowest-order
description of the rotating plasma. In the first-order in d , Eq.
~8! reduces to the linearized drift-kinetic equation as shown
in Sec. III, the solution of which gives the neoclassical trans-
port. The second-order part of Eq. ~8! describes behavior of
the distribution function in the transport time scale
;d22L/vTa in which the density, the temperature, and the
toroidal velocity vary due to the transport processes.
The anomalous transport fluxes are defined by the solu-
tion of the new gyrokinetic equation in Sec. IV, and the shear
flow effects on the anomalous transport due to the ion tem-
perature gradient driven modes are investigated as an ex-
ample in Sec. V. In the next section, we find balance equa-
tions of the particles, energy, toroidal momentum, and
entropy for the rotating plasma.
II. BALANCE EQUATIONS OF PARTICLES, ENERGY,
TOROIDAL MOMENTUM, AND ENTROPY
Here, equations describing temporal evolutions of the
particle density, energy, toroidal momentum, and entropy are
given in the magnetic-surface-averaged forms. The collision
operator Ca as well as the fluctuation-particle interaction op-
erator Da in the ensemble-averaged kinetic equation ~1! con-Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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and the magnetic surface average of the kinetic equation, we
obtain the particle density equation:
]^na&
]t
1
1
V8
]
]C
~V8Ga!5 K E d3vI aL , ~14!
where V852prduAg (u denotes a poloidal angle! and
Ag[(¹C¹u3¹z)2151/Bu. The surface-averaged radial
particle flux is denoted by Ga[^Ga¹C&.
The surfaced-averaged energy balance equation is writ-
ten as
]
]t K 32 pa1naeaF˜1L 1 1V8 ]]C FV8S qa1 52 TaGaD G
52Pa
]Vz
]C
2eaGa
]^F1&
]C
1^naeaua1E~A !&
1K naea ]F˜1]t L 1 12 ~Vz!2 ]]t ^manaR2&
1K E d3v«~Ca1Da1I a!L , ~15!
where pa[naTa is the pressure, qa the surface-averaged ra-
dial heat flux, Pa the surface-averaged toroidal viscosity ~or
the radial flux of the toroidal angular momentum!,
and E(A)[2c21]A/]t the inductive electric field. The first-
order flow velocity ua15u ia1b1u'a1 is incompressible
(¹ua150) and its perpendicular component is driven by
the pressure gradient, the first-order radial electric field, and
the centrifugal force as
u'a15
c
eaB
b3S 1
na
¹pa1ea¹F12ma~Vz!2R¹R D . ~16!
In the right-hand side of Eq. ~15!, the O (d) radial electric
field 2]^F1&/]C is contained in the second term
2eaGa]^F1&/]C as well as in the third and sixth terms
through u'a1 @see also Eq. ~18! in Ref. 8#. These terms as-
sociated with the O (d) radial electric field give
2eaGa
A]^F1&/]C . Then, we find that the right-hand side of
Eq. ~15! contains the anomalous energy exchange due to the
fluctuations, which is given by 2eaGa
A]^F1&/]C and QaA
@see Eqs. ~55! and ~56!#. It is shown in the same way as in
Eq. ~64! of Ref. 8 that the sum of these anomalous energy
exchange terms does not depend on the magnitude of the
O (d) radial electric field. Thus, in the axisymmetric toroi-
dally rotating system, the energy balance described by Eq.
~15! is independent of the O (d) radial electric field although
it is affected by the O (d0) radial electric field
2]F0 /]C(5Vz/c). When V0!vTi or r/R!1 (r denotes
the minor radius!, the terms associated with F˜1 in Eq. ~15!
are ignorable since we have eaF˜1 /Ta;O @(r/R)(V0 /
vTi)2# from Eq. ~13!, assuming Ta;Ti .
Taking the flux surface average and species summation
of toroidal velocity moment of the kinetic equation, the
equation, which determines the temporal evolution of the
toroidal angular velocity Vz, is obtained as407H. Sugama and W. Horton
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]]t K S (a manaDR2VzL 1 1V8 ]]C S V8(a PaD
5K E d3vmavzI aL , ~17!
where the first and second terms in the left-hand side repre-
sent the time derivative of the total toroidal angular momen-
tum and the divergence of the total toroidal angular momen-
tum flux, respectively. In the right-hand side of Eq. ~17!, the
torque by the external sources such as neutral beam injection
is given, and vz is the covariant toroidal component of the
particle velocity in the laboratory frame:
vz[Rzˆv5R2Vz1
I
B v i81Rz
ˆv'8 . ~18!
The transport fluxes Ga , qa , and Pa are written as
Ga[ K E d3v f av¹C L 5Gacl1Gancl1GaH1Ga~E !1Gaanom ,
qa[TaK E d3v f aS «Ta 2 52 D v¹C L
5qa
cl1qa
ncl1qa
H1qa
~E !1qa
anom
, ~19!
Pa[ K E d3v f amavzv¹C L
5Pa
cl1Pa
ncl1Pa
H1Pa
~E !1Pa
anom
.
Here the fluxes with the superscript (E) represent the
inductive-electric-field-driven parts given by
Ga
~E ![cK na E~A !3bB ¹CL
2cIK E i~A !B S na2^na& B2^B2& D L ,
qa
~E ![cK naJa E~A !3bB ¹CL 2cIK E i~A !B S naJa
2^naJa&
B2
^B2& D L , ~20!
Pa
~E ![cmaVzK naR2 E~A !3bB ¹CL
2cmaVzIK E i~A !B S naR22^naR2& B2^B2& D L .
These inductive-field-driven fluxes are not dissipative in that
they are not involved in the entropy production processes.
The fluxes with the superscript ‘‘H’’, ‘‘cl’’, and ‘‘anom’’ are
given by the second-order gyrophase-dependent distribution
functions f˜aH f˜aC and f˜aA , respectively, as
Ga
H ,cl,anom[ K E d3v f˜aH ,C ,Av¹C L ,
1
Ta
qa
H ,cl,anom[ K E d3v f˜aH ,C ,AS «Ta 2 52 D v¹C L , ~21!
Pa
H ,cl,anom[ K E d3v f˜aH ,C ,Amavzv¹C L .408 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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ncl qa
ncl and Pa
ncl are given by the
first-order gyrophase-averaged distribution function, which
is obtained by solving the linearized drift-kinetic equation.
The definitions of the neoclassical fluxes and their properties
related to the linearized drift-kinetic equation are shown in
the next section.
Without knowledge of the solution of the linearized
drift-kinetic equation, we can obtain the transport equations
relating the fluxes (GaH ,qaH/Ta ,PaH) and (Gacl ,qacl/Ta ,Pacl) to
the radial gradient thermodynamic forces (Xa1 ,Xa2 ,XV)
which are flux-surface quantities defined by
Xa1[2
1
Na
]~NaTa!
]C
2ea
]^F1&
]C
,
Xa2[2
]Ta
]C
, ~22!
XV[2
]Vz
]C
5c
]2F0
]C2
.
The transport equations for (GaH ,qaH/Ta ,PaH) are given by
F GaHqaH/Ta
Pa
H
G5F 0 0 ~LH!1Va0 0 ~LH!2Va
2~LH!1V
a 2~LH!2V
a 0
GF Xa1Xa2
XV
G ,
~23!
where the transport coefficients (LH)1Va and (LH)2Va are given
by
~LH!1V
a [
mac
2ITa
2ea
2 K naB2 b¹S R2BP2B D L ,
~24!
~LH!2V
a [
mac
2ITa
2ea
2 K S 11 JaTa D naB2 b¹S R
2BP
2
B D L ,
which are independent of the collision frequency. Here
R2BP
25u¹Cu2. The fluxes Ga
H and qa
H/Ta are shown to be
rewritten in terms of the parallel gyroviscosity as
Ga
H52(cI/ea)^B21b(¹pagyro)& and qaH/Ta52(cI/ea)
3^(11Ja /Ta)B21b(¹pagyro)&, respectively. It is well-
known that the gyroviscosity is nondissipative. In fact, the
antisymmetry of the transport matrix in Eq. ~23! shows that
the transport fluxes (GaH ,qaH/Ta ,PaH) are nondissipative, or
that they give no entropy production:
Ta^sa
H&[Ga
HXa11
1
Ta
qa
HXa21Pa
HXV50. ~25!
The fluxes (GaH ,qaH/Ta ,PaH) are contained in the neoclassi-
cal fluxes defined by Hinton and Wong.17 In the present
work, we regard the neoclassical fluxes as caused by the
guiding center motion with collisions, which are defined in
terms of the gyrophase-averaged distribution function deter-
mined by the drift kinetic equation in Sec. III. Then, we treat
the fluxes (GaH ,qaH/Ta ,PaH) separately from the neoclassical
fluxes since (GaH ,qaH/Ta ,PaH) are derived from the
gyrophase-dependent distribution function f˜aH which is inde-H. Sugama and W. Horton
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pendent of the solution of the drift kinetic equation. If the
system has up-down symmetry B(u)5B(2u) (u denotes a
poloidal angle defined such that u50 on the plane of reflec-
tion symmetry!, we find from Eq. ~24! that
(LH)1Va 5(LH)2Va 50 and accordingly GaH5qaH5PaH50. As
seen from Eqs. ~23! and ~24!, the particle and heat fluxes
(GaH ,qaH/Ta) are driven by the toroidal flow shear combined
with the up-down asymmetry of the magnetic configuration,
and they are expected to be negligibly smaller than the domi-
nant neoclassical fluxes for typical tokamak parameters.
However, for the case of large V0 /vTi and large up-down
asymmetry with small collision frequency ~the banana re-
gime!, (GaH ,qaH/Ta ,PaH) should not be neglected in compari-
son with (Gancl ,qancl/Ta ,Pancl). The fluxes (GaH ,qaH/Ta ,PaH)
are independent of the collision frequency although the neo-
classical fluxes (Gancl ,qancl/Ta ,Pancl) also contain the non-
diagonal collision-independent parts, i.e., the flow shear
driven particle and heat fluxes, and the pressure gradient
driven toroidal momentum flux.
The classical fluxes (Gacl ,qacl/Ta ,Pacl) and the anomalous
fluxes (Gaanom ,qaanom/Ta ,Paanom) are rewritten in terms of the
gyrophase-dependent part of the linearized collision operator
Ca
L( f˜a1) and that of the fluctuation-particle interaction opera-
tor D˜ a , respectively, as
@Ga
cl
,Ga
anom#52
mac
ea
K E d3v@CaL~ f˜a1!,D˜ a#v'8 ~Rzˆ!L ,
1
Ta
@qa
cl
,qa
anom#52
mac
ea
K E d3v@CaL~ f˜a1!,D˜ a#
3S «Ta 2 52 D v'8 ~Rzˆ!L , ~26!
@Pa
cl
,Pa
anom#52
ma
2c
ea
K E d3v@CaL~ f˜a1!,D˜ a#12~v z˜2) L ,
where v'8 (Rzˆ)52B21(v83b)¹C and
1
2~v z˜
2)[ 12 @vz
22~vz
2!#
5S R2Vz1 IB v i8D v'8 ~Rzˆ!1 12~v'8 v'8˜ ) :~Rzˆ!~Rzˆ!.
~27!
In Appendix A, by rewriting the collisional frictions in Eq.
~26! in terms of the perpendicular flows and the gyroviscos-
ity, the classical transport equations relating
(Gacl ,qacl/Ta ,Pacl) to (Xa1 ,Xa2 ,XV) is derived and the On-
sager relations for the classical transport coefficients are
shown. The classical entropy production defined kinetically
in terms of f˜a1 and CaL is written in the thermodynamic form
as the inner product of the fluxes and the forces:
Ta^sa
cl&[2TaK E d3v f˜a1f a0 CaL~ f˜a1!L
5Ga
clXa11
1
Ta
qa
clXa21Pa
clXV . ~28!Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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entropy production are shown in Sec. IV with the help of the
gyrokinetic equation for the fluctuating part of the distribu-
tion function.
The entropy per unit volume for species a is defined by
Sa[2E d3v f a ln f a ~29!
of which the lowest-order expression is given by
Sa052*d3v f a0 ln fa052na$ln@na(ma/2pTa)3/2#23/2%. The
temporal variation of the surface-averaged entropy density
^Sa& is described by
]^Sa&
]t
1
1
V8
]
]C
~V8JSa
tot!5^sa
tot&1^S˙ a
ext& ~30!
where
^S˙ a
ext&[2^*d3v~ ln f a011 !I a&
5^*d3v~Sa0 /na2Ja /Ta1«/Ta25/2!I a&
represents the external entropy source. Here the surface-
averaged radial entropy flux JSa
tot consists of the convection
and conduction parts as
JSa
tot5S Sa
na
2
Ja
Ta
D ~Gacl1Gancl1GaH1Ga~E !1GaA!
1
1
Ta
~qa
cl1qa
ncl1qa
H1qa
~E !1qa
A!, ~31!
where (Sa /na2Ja /Ta) is a flux surface quantity in the low-
est order in d . We have redefined the anomalous fluxes by
Ga
A[Ga
anom
, Pa
A[Pa
anom
, and
qa
A[qa
anom1eaK K E d3v fˆ afˆ v¹C L L , ~32!
where the second term in the right-hand side represents the
turbulent transport of the fluctuation-particle interaction en-
ergy and ^^&& denotes a double average over the magnetic
surface and the ensemble. The surface-averaged entropy pro-
duction rate ^sa
tot& is given by
^sa
tot&5^sa
cl&1^sa
ncl&1^sa
A&1
1
Ta
^Qa&1
1
Ta
^ua1Fa1&,
~33!
where
Qa[*d3v 12ma~v82ua1!2Ca~ f a!
and
Fa1[*d3vmav8 Ca~ f a!
represent the collisional heat and momentum generation
rates, respectively. The surface-averaged entropy production
rates ^sa
ncl& and ^sa
A& due to the neoclassical and anomalous
transport processes are given in Secs. III and IV, respec-
tively. The second law of thermodynamics is written by
(
a
Ta^sa
tot&5(
a
Ta~^sa
cl&1^sa
ncl&1^sa
A&!>0. ~34!409H. Sugama and W. Horton
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It is shown that the classical, neoclassical, and neoclassical
contributions in Eq. ~34! are separately positive definite.
III. NEOCLASSICAL TRANSPORT IN TOROIDALLY
ROTATING PLASMAS
In toroidally rotating axisymmetric systems, the drift-
kinetic equation derived by Hazeltine and Ware16 reduces to
v i8b¹g¯a2CaL~g¯a!5
1
Ta
f a0~Wa1Xa11Wa2Xa2
1WaVXV1WaEXE!, ~35!
where g¯a is defined in terms of the first-order gyrophase-
averaged distribution function f¯a1 as
g¯a[ f¯a12 f a0
ea
Ta
E ldlB S BE i~2 !2 B
2
^B2& ^
BE i
~2 !& D . ~36!
Here * ldl denotes the integral along the magnetic field line,
and E i(2)[b(2¹F (2)2c21]A/]t) is the second-order
parallel electric field. The thermodynamic forces
(Xa1 ,Xa2 ,XV ,XE) are defined by Eq. ~22! and
XE[
^BE i
~A !&
^B2&1/2
. ~37!
The parallel inductive electric field E i(A) is not included in
the work by Hinton and Wong17 but it is retained by Catto
et al.18 The functions (Wa1 ,Wa2 ,WaV ,WaE) are defined by
Wa1[
mac
ea
v i8b¹S R2Vz1 IB v i8D ,
Wa2[Wa1S «Ta 2 52 D ,
~38!
WaV[
mac
2ea
v i8b¹FmaS R2Vz1 IB v i8D
2
1m
R2BP
2
B G ,
WaE[
eav i8B
^B2&1/2
.
In the same way as in Ref. 22, the neoclassical entropy pro-
duction is kinetically defined in terms of f¯a1 and CaL and is
rewritten in the thermodynamic form by using Eq. ~35!. The
surface-averaged total neoclassical entropy production is
given by
(
a
Ta^sa
ncl&[2(
a
TaK E d3v f¯a1f a0 CaL~ f¯a1!L
5(
a
S GanclXa11 1Ta qanclXa21PanclXVD
1JEXE , ~39!
where the fluxes (Gancl ,qancl/Ta ,Pancl ,JE) are defined by
Ga
ncl[ K E d3vg¯aWa1L , 1Ta qancl[ K E d3vg¯aWa2L ,
Pa
ncl[ K E d3vg¯aWaVL , ~40!410 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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^BJ i&
^B2&1/2
[(
a
K E d3vg¯aWaEL .
The neoclassical transport equations are written as
Ga
ncl5(
b
~L11
abXb11L12
abXb2!1L1V
a XV1L1E
a XE ,
1
Ta
qa
ncl5(
b
~L21
abXb11L22
abXb2!1L2V
a XV1L2E
a XE ,
~41!
(
a
Pa
ncl5(
b
~LV1
b Xb11LV2
b Xb2!1LVVXV1LVEXE ,
JE5(
b
~LE1
b Xb11LE2
b Xb2!1LEVXV1LEEXE ,
where the transport coefficients are dependent on the radial
electric field through the toroidal angular velocity
Vz52cF08 . By using the self-adjointness of the linearized
collision operator and the formal solution of Eq. ~35!, we can
prove that the neoclassical transport coefficients satisfy the
Onsager symmetry which is given by
Lmn
ab ~Vz!5Lnm
ba ~2Vz! ~m ,n51,2!,
LMN~Vz!5LNM~2Vz! ~M ,N5V ,E !, ~42!
LmM
a ~Vz!52LMm
a ~2Vz! ~m51,2;M5V ,E !.
It is noted that the transport coefficients given in Eqs. ~23!
and ~24! satisfy the same Onsager symmetry as Eq. ~42!. If
the system has up-down symmetry, the neoclassical transport
coefficients are shown to be more restricted by the relations:
Lmn
ab ~Vz!5Lmn
ab ~2Vz!5Lnm
ba ~Vz! ~m ,n51,2!,
LmV
a ~Vz!52LmV
a ~2Vz!5LVm
a ~Vz! ~m51,2!,
LmE
a ~Vz!5LmE
a ~2Vz!52LEm
a ~Vz! ~m51,2!, ~43!
LVE~Vz!52LVE~2Vz!52LEV~Vz!,
LVV~Vz!5LVV~2Vz!, LEE~Vz!5LEE~2Vz!.
In this case of up-down symmetry, we have
Ga
H5qa
H5Pa
H50 as mentioned in Sec. II.
The sum of Ga
ncl and Ga
H is written as
Ga
ncl1Ga
H52cI^na&
^BE i
~A !&
^B2&
2
cI
ea
K F ia1B L ~44!
from which we obtain the ambipolarity
(
a
ea~Ga
ncl1Ga
H!50, ~45!
where the charge neutrality (aeana50 and the momentum
conservation by collisions (aFa150 are used. The ambipo-
larity condition given by Eq. ~45! is intrinsically valid for an
arbitrary value of the radial electric field although neither
(aeaGa
ncl50 nor (aeaGa
H50 is separately valid without up-
down symmetry. The O (d0) radial electric field
2]F0 /]C(5Vz/c) is determined not by the ambipolar con-
dition Eq. ~45!, which is O (d), but by the toroidal momen-
tum balance equation ~17!, which is O (d2). On the other
hand, the O (d) radial electric field 2]^F1&/]C neither af-
fects the transport nor is determined by the ambipolar con-H. Sugama and W. Horton
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dition. Using the ambipolarity condition, the number of the
thermodynamic forces in the transport equations for
@Ga
ncl1Ga
H
,(qancl1qaH)/Ta ,Pancl1PaH ,JE# is reduced by one,
although the transport coefficients in the reduced transport
equations retain the Onsager symmetry as shown in Ref. 22.
Hinton and Wong,17 and Catto et al.18 derived the de-
tailed expressions of the ion neoclassical transport coeffi-
cients. We have derived the detailed expressions of the full
transport matrix including the electron-ion cross coefficients,
which will be reported elsewhere. We find that the coeffi-
cient LVE describes the inward flux of the toroidal momen-
tum caused by the parallel electric field, which is associated
with the Ware pinch effect23 corresponding to the coefficient
L1E
e
.
IV. GYROKINETIC EQUATION AND ANOMALOUS
TRANSPORT IN TOROIDALLY ROTATING PLASMAS
We assume that any fluctuating field Fˆ is written in the
WKB ~or eikonal! form:
Fˆ ~ t ,x8,« ,m ,j!5Fˆ ~ t ,x8,« ,m ,j;k'!expS iEx8k'dx8 D ,
~46!
where the eikonal *x8k'dx8 represents the rapid variation
in the directions perpendicular to the magnetic field lines
with characteristic scale lengths k'
21;r i . The gyrokinetic
ordering employed here for the turbulent fluctuations is writ-
ten in terms of d[r i /L as
fˆ a
f a ;
eafˆ
Ta
;
k i
k'
;
v0
Va
;d , ~47!
where the characteristic parallel wavelength is given by
k i;L21. When a frequency v of the fluctuation
with the perpendicular wave number k';r i
21 is observed in
the laboratory frame, it contains the rapid component due to
the high plasma rotation, which is written as
v21[k'V0;d21vTi /L . The frequency v0 in Eq. ~47! is
defined by v0[(v2v21);vTi /L .
The fluctuating part of the distribution function is di-
vided into the adiabatic and nonadiabatic parts as
fˆ a~k'!52
eafˆ ~k'!
Ta
f a01hˆ a~k'!eiLa~k'!, ~48!
where La(k')[k'(v83b)/Va . Appendix B shows that the
nonadiabatic part of the distribution function satisfies the fol-
lowing nonlinear gyrokinetic equation:
F ]]t0 1~V01v i8b!¹1ik'vdaGhˆ a~k'!
5 f a0@wˆa1~k'!Xa1A 1wˆa2~k'!Xa2A 1wˆaV~k'!XaVA
1wˆaT~k'!XaT
A #1
c
B (k'8 1k'9 5k'
@b~k'8 3k'9 !#J0~g8!
3fˆ a~k'8 !hˆ a~k'9 !1 R dj2p e2iLa~k'!CaL@ fˆ a~k'!# , ~49!
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J0(g8) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of
g8[k'8 v'8 /Va . In the right-hand side of Eq. ~49!, we have
defined the forces (Xa1A ,Xa2A ,XaVA ,XaTA ) as
Xa1
A [
Xa1
Ta
, Xa2
A [
Xa2
Ta
, XaV
A [
XV
Ta
, XaT
A [
1
Ta
~50!
and the fluctuating functions (wˆa1 ,wˆa2 ,wˆaV ,wˆaT) as
wˆa1~k'!5ick'~Rzˆ!J0~g!fˆ ~k'!,
wˆa2~k'!5ick'~Rzˆ!J0~g!fˆ ~k'!S «Ta 2 52 D ,
~51!
wˆaV~k'!5fˆ ~k'!FJ0~g!macS R2Vz1 IB v i8D ik'~Rzˆ!
2gJ1~g!ea
1
k'
2 ~k'k'!:~Rzˆ!~¹C!G ,
wˆaT~k'!5eaJ0~g!S ]]t0 1V0¹ Dfˆ ~k'!.
Here, the last term in the definition of wˆaV is not contained in
the gyrokinetic equation by Artun and Tang19,20 but needed
to derive the anomalous viscosity which reduces to the Rey-
nolds stress in the fluid limit @see Eqs. ~58! and ~59!#.
In the same way as in Ref. 8, the contribution from the
turbulent fluctuations to the entropy balance is represented
by
^S˙ a
A&[2 K E d3v~ ln f¯a11 !~Da2L f˜aA!L
52
1
V8
]
]C
~V8JSa
A !1^sa
A&, ~52!
where the surface-averaged radial anomalous entropy flux is
given by
JSa
A 5S Sa
na
2
Ja
Ta
DGaA1 qaATa ~53!
and the surface-averaged anomalous entropy production rate
is written in the thermodynamic form as
^sa
A&5Ga
AXa1
A 1
1
Ta
qa
AXa2
A 1Pa
AXaV
A 1QaAXaT . ~54!
The anomalous fluxes (GaA ,qaA/Ta ,PaA ,QaA) conjugate to the
forces (Xa1A ,Xa2A ,XaVA ,XaTA ) are given by the correlations be-
tween hˆ a and (wˆa1 ,wˆa2 ,wˆaV ,wˆaT) as411H. Sugama and W. Horton
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Ga
A[K K E d3v(
k'
hˆ a*~k'!wˆa1~k'!L L ,
qa
A
Ta
[K K E d3v(
k'
hˆ a*~k'!wˆa2~k'!L L ,
~55!
Pa
A[K K E d3v(
k'
hˆ a*~k'!wˆaV~k'!L L ,
QaA[K K E d3v(
k'
hˆ a*~k'!wˆaT~k'!L L .
The heating term due to the fluctuation-particle interac-
tion operator Da in Eq. ~15! is rewritten in the stationary
turbulent states by
K E d3v«DaL 52 1V8 ]]C @V8~qaA2qaanom!#1QaA . ~56!
We find from Eqs. ~15!, ~19!, ~32!, and ~56! that not qaanom
but qa
A should be used as a radial anomalous heat flux in the
energy balance equation, and that the fluctuations transfer the
energy to the particles of species a through the two terms
2eaGa
anom(]^F1&/]C) and QaA Using the charge neutrality
condition (aeanˆa50 ( nˆa[*d3v fˆ a) or the Poisson’s equa-
tion ¹Eˆ54p(aeanˆa for the self-consistent fluctuations, we
have the ambipolarity of the anomalous particle fluxes
(aeaGa
A50 and the cancellation of the total anomalous heat
transfer (aQaA50, which shows that the self-consistent fluc-
tuations cause no net heating of the total particles but result
in the anomalous heat exchange between different species of
particles. We obtain the balance equation for the fluctuation
amplitude as
]
]t K K E d3v 12 f a0(k' uhˆ a~k'!u2L L
5^sa
A&1K K E d3v 1f a0(k' hˆ a*~k'!e2iLa~k'!
3Ca
L@hˆ a~k'!eiLa~k'!#L L . ~57!
Thus, in the stationary turbulent states, the anomalous en-
tropy production driven by the turbulent transport equals the
collisional dissipation of the fluctuating distribution function,
which results in the positive definiteness of the total anoma-
lous entropy production: (aTa^sa
A& 5 2Sa^^*d3v(1/
f a0)(k'hˆ a*(k')e2iLa(k')Ca
L@hˆ a(k')eiLa(k')#&& > 0. The On-
sager symmetry for the quasilinear anomalous transport
equations is described in Appendix C.
Compared to the conventional gyrokinetic equation,9–15
our gyrokinetic equation ~49! contains the flow shear XaV
A as
an additional thermodynamic force and the function wˆaV re-
lated to the anomalous viscosity. It is instructive to derive the
Hasegawa-Mima equation24 from Eq. ~49! and examine how
the flow shear and the anomalous viscosity enter it. Consid-
ering that a collisionless plasma consists of adiabatic elec-
trons and a single species of ions with charge ei[Zie and
low ion temperature Ti!Te (k'r i,1), and assuming that
the ion nonadiabatic distribution function has the form412 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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trality condition the generalized Hasegawa-Mima equation:
F ~11k'2 rs2!S ]]t0 1V0¹ D1iv*1ik' cTee ¹3S bB D
1rs
2~k'k'!:~Rzˆ!~¹C!XVGefˆ ~k'!Te
5
1
2 csrs
3 (
k'8 1k'9 5k'
@b~k'8 3k'9 !#@~k'9 !22~k'8 !2#
3
efˆ a~k'8 !
Te
efˆ a~k'9 !
Te
, ~58!
where cs[(ZiTe /mi)1/2, rs[cs /V i , v*[k'u* , and u*
[ (Te /Ti)(cb 3 ¹C / eB)@Xi1 1 (211J i / Ti) Xi2
1miR2VzXV# . Equation ~58! is derived in the same way as
in Frieman and Chen15 and is equivalent to the Hasegawa-
Mima equation derived by them except for the second and
last terms in the left-hand side associated with the back-
ground flow V0. The fourth term in the left-hand side is
related to the magnetic gradient and curvature drift. The last
term in the left-hand side determines the exchange of energy
between the fluctuating Eˆ3B flows and the background flow
V0. To see this, we derive the energy balance equation from
Eq. ~58! as
S ]]t0 1V0¹ D(k' S 12 nimi^uvˆE~k'!u2&ens1 ^uf
ˆ ~k'!u2&ens
8plDe
2 D
52(
k'
nimi^vˆE*~k'!vˆE~k'!&ens :~¹V0!, ~59!
where lDe[Te /(4pnee2)1/2 is the electron Debye length,
and vˆE(k')[2i(c/B)fˆ (k')k'3b is the Eˆ3B drift velocity
due to the electrostatic fluctuations. Here we have used
the relation (k'k'):(Rzˆ)(¹C)XV5@(k'3b)(k'3b)#:
(¹V0). The right-hand side of Eq. ~59! represents the energy
transfer from the background sheared flow to the fluctuations
through the Reynolds stress multiplied by the flow shear.
In this case, the anomalous ion viscosity P i
A is re-
written in terms of the Reynolds stress as
P i
A.^^(k'nimi@ vˆE*(k') vˆE(k')#:(Rzˆ)(¹C)&&. For pressure
gradient driven fluctuations, the Reynolds stress can generate
the shear flow,25 which corresponds to the case where the
energy transfer from the background flow to the fluctuations
given in the right-hand side of Eq. ~59! is negative:
P i
AXV,0.
V. EFFECTS OF SHEARED TOROIDAL FLOW ON ION
TEMPERATURE GRADIENT DRIVEN MODES
Here we use the sheared slab geometry to consider the
ion temperature gradient ~ITG! driven modes localized in the
bad curvature region of the large-aspect-ratio system. Let us
assume that the plasma is collisionless and consists of adia-
batic electrons and a single species of ions with charge
ei[Zie . Using the charge neutrality and the linearized ver-
sion of the gyrokinetic equation ~49! with the approxima-H. Sugama and W. Horton
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tions uk'vdi /v0u!1, uk ivTi /v0u!1 (v0[v2v21), and
k'r i!1, we obtain the following linear eigenmode equation:
F d2dx2 2bs1 11a2vˆvˆ1K 2 Gvˆ 2 S~vˆ1K !2
1
LN
2
Ls
2vˆ2
~x2D!2Gfˆ 50, ~60!
where bs[ku
2rs
2 (ku : the poloidal wave number!,
vˆ[v0 /v*e , v*e[kucTe /(eBLN), and LN[2(dlnNe /dr)21. The radial distance from the mode rational surface
normalized by rs is denoted by x[(r2rs)/rs (rs denotes
the minor radius of the mode rational surface!, and the mag-
netic shear length is defined by Ls[Rq/s with the safety
factor q and the shear parameter s[rudlnq/dru. Other param-
eters in Eq. ~60! are defined by
a[h iS J iTi 2 LNR V0
2
Kcs
2D 1 LNLE miV0
2
Ti
S 112LNR tK D ,
K[tF11h iS 11 J iTi D 1 LNLE miV0
2
Ti
G ,
G[2
LN
R F11 V022Kcs2 H 11h i J iTi 1 LNLE S 21 miV0
2
Ti
D J G ,
~61!
S[
LN
2
4LE
2
V0
2
cs
2 , D[2
Ls
2LE
V0
cs
vˆ
~vˆ1K !
,
where t[Ti /(ZiTe), h i[LN /LTi , and
LTi[2(dlnTi /dr)21. In Eq. ~60!, the parameters K and G
destabilize the ITG modes. Especially, the parameter G ,
which contains the toroidal curvature term 2LN /R , causes
the toroidal ITG modes. From Eq. ~61!, we find that G is
modified by the terms resulting from the centrifugal force
and the Coriolis force due to the toroidal rotation. The pa-
rameter S represents the effects of the sheared toroidal flow,
and LE[2(dlnVz/dr)2152(dlnEr /dr)21 denotes the gradi-
ent scale length for the toroidal flow ~or for the radial electric
field!.
The linear eigenmode equation ~60! is easily solved to
give the dispersion relation:
2bs1
11a2vˆ
vˆ1K
2
G
vˆ
2
S
~vˆ1K !2
5~2n11 !
i
vˆ
LN
Ls
~n50,1,2, ! ~62!
and the corresponding eigenfunction:
fˆ 5const3HnF S i
vˆ
LN
Ls D
1/2
~x2D!G
3expF2 i2vˆ LNLs ~x2D!2G , ~63!Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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G5a50, Eq. ~62! reduces to the dispersion relation ob-
tained by Dong and Horton for the slab ITG modes in the
sheared flow.26
Now, let us consider the simple cases where bs , a , and
(2n11)LN /Ls are negligibly small, and K@1@G is satis-
fied. If there is no sheared flow S50, we have from Eq. ~62!
the linear growth rate of the toroidal ITG mode:
Im(vˆ).(KG)1/2 for KG@1. When the sheared flow is large
enough to satisfy S.K2/4, we obtain the linear growth rate
of the sheared flow driven instability: Im(vˆ).S1/2. We find
that the stability condition is approximately given by
K@112(KG)1/2#,S,K2/4, which is rewritten by
2K1/2@112~KG !1/2#1/2,
LN
LE
V0
cs
,K . ~64!
From this estimation, the stability window is expected to
appear more clearly when K @ 1 is well satisfied. In order to
have large K , hot ion temperature t[Ti /(ZiTe)@1 or large
ion temperature gradient h i@1 is required.
Figure 1 shows the normalized linear growth rates
Im(vˆ)5Im(v)/v
*e
obtained from Eq. ~63! as functions of
the flow shear parameter (LN /LE)(V0 /cs) for K55,8,11 and
G50.1 with no magnetic shear LN /Ls50. Since the eigen-
mode equation ~60! is derived for the long perpendicular
wavelengths, we use the small poloidal wave number
kurs50.1 here although the dependence of the dispersion
relation ~62! on kurs is weak for kurs<0.3. The full kinetic
treatment of the ITG mode dispersion relation, which is valid
for arbitrary values of kurs , was done by Dong and
Horton.26 From Eqs. ~6!, ~13!, and ~61!, we see that a is
proportional to (V0 /vTi)2. We take a50 here by assuming
that (V0 /vTi)2 is considerably smaller than unity
@(V0 /vTi)2<0.1 typically# although the results are almost
the same as for the case of a;0.1. It is found from Fig.1 that
the increase of K broadens the width of the stability window
but heightens the strength of the flow shear required for the
stabilization, which is expected from the approximate stabil-
FIG. 1. The normalized linear growth rates Im(vˆ)5Im(v)/v
*e
from Eq.
~62! as a function of the flow shear parameter (LN /LE)(V0 /cs) for
K55,8,11 with no magnetic shear LN /Ls50. Here G50.1, kurs50.1, and
a50. The increase of K broadens the width of the stability window but
heightens the strength of the flow shear required for the stabilization.413H. Sugama and W. Horton
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ity condition ~64!. ~Figure 1 recalls the effects of the radial
electric field shear on the resistive interchange modes,27
which have similar shear dependence of the linear growth
rates with the stability window.! The real and imaginary
parts of the normalized eigenfrequency vˆ[v0 /v*e forK58 are given as functions of (LN /LE)(V0 /cs) in Figs. 2~a!
and 2~b!, respectively, where the cases with different values
of magnetic shear LN /Ls50,0.01,0.05,0.1 are shown. As the
flow shear increases, the real frequency has the sign of the
ion diamagnetic frequency and its absolute value increases.
The reduction of the growth rates by the flow shear becomes
weaker for stronger magnetic shear.
Using the linearized gyrokinetic equation for the re-
sponse of the distribution function to the electrostatic fluc-
tuations, we can obtain quasilinearly the anomalous ion ra-
dial heat flux and the anomalous ion toroidal viscosity,
which are given by
qir
A[
qi
A
RBP
.2nix i
A dTi
dr ,
~65!
P irz
A [
P i
A
R2BP
.2nimim i
A dV0
dr ,
FIG. 2. The real part ~a! and the imaginary part ~b! of the normalized
eigenfrequency for K58 are given as functions of the flow shear parameter
(LN /LE)(V0 /cs). The cases with different values of magnetic shear
LN /Ls50,0.01,0.05,0.1 are shown. The values of G , kurs , and a are the
same as in Fig. 1. As the flow shear increases, the real frequency has the
sign of the ion diamagnetic frequency and its absolute value increases. The
reduction of the growth rates by the flow shear becomes weaker for stronger
magnetic shear.414 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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anomalous transport coefficients are neglected by using the
approximations uk'vdi /v0u!1 and uk ivTi /v0u!1. The
anomalous ion thermal diffusivity x i
A and the anomalous ion
toroidal momentum diffusivity m i
A in Eq. ~65! are given by
x i
A5
3
2 m i
A
, m i
A5
cTe
eB
e2ufˆ u2
Te
2 ukyuLN
Im~vˆ !
uvˆu2
, ~66!
where ky and vˆ denote the representative wave number in
the energy containing range of the fluctuation spectrum and
the corresponding eigenfrequency, respectively.
If we use the mixing length treatment to estimate the
potential fluctuation amplitude as eufˆ u/Te;(k'L)21 with
the characteristic wave number k';ky and the ion pressure
gradient scale length L;LN /(11h i), we have
2
3 x i
A5m i
A;
cTe
eB
rs
LN
~11h i!2
ukyrsu
Im~vˆ !
uvˆu2
. ~67!
~In the case where the flow shear is the dominant destabiliz-
ing source, we should take account of V0 /LE to estimate the
fluctuation level as in Ref. 25.! The anomalous transport co-
efficients given by Eq. ~67! depend on the flow shear through
the linear response factor Im(vˆ)/uvˆu2, which is shown as a
function of (LN /LE)(V0 /cs) in Fig. 3 using the same param-
eters as in Fig. 2. We see that the decrease of the growth rate
Im(vˆ) together with the increase of uvˆu results in the abrupt
cutoff of the anomalous transport coefficients for the flow
shear ~or the radial electric field shear! greater than a critical
value.
The dispersion relation obtained by Dong and Horton26
using the kinetic integral equation predicts the critical value
of the radial electric field shear for stabilization smaller than
the results of our dispersion relation Eq. ~62! obtained in the
limit of low wave numbers and high phase velocities. Their
kinetic dispersion relation also shows that the smaller mag-
netic shear is favorable for the stability window as shown
here. The present transport analysis demonstrates the rela-
tionship between the energy and momentum transport in the
FIG. 3. The linear response factor Im(vˆ)/uvˆu2 as a function of the flow
shear parameter (LN /LE)(V0 /cs). The same parameters as in Fig. 2 are
used.H. Sugama and W. Horton
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presence of drift wave fluctuations in an axisymmetric toroi-
dal plasma.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this work, the synthesized theory of neoclassical and
anomalous transport7,8 is generalized to that for the rotating
turbulent plasma with large flow velocities on the order of
the ion thermal speed. Taking account of all transport pro-
cesses, i.e., classical, neoclassical and anomalous transport
processes, we have obtained balance equations for the par-
ticles, energy, toroidal momentum ~or radial electric field!,
entropy, and the fluctuation amplitude, which are given by
Eqs. ~14!, ~15!, ~17!, ~30!, and ~57!, respectively. We have
also given the rigorous expressions which define the classi-
cal, neoclassical, and anomalous transport fluxes of the par-
ticles, energy, and toroidal momentum. Nonequilibrium ther-
modynamic properties such as the entropy production rate,
the conjugate pairs of the fluxes and forces, and the transport
equations with the Onsager symmetry are established from
the basic kinetic equations as the first principle. The drift
kinetic equation and the new gyrokinetic equation for the
rotating plasma are used to formulate the neoclassical and
anomalous fluxes which are connected to the conjugate ther-
modynamic forces by the corresponding transport equations.
In the presence of the high-speed toroidal flows, the
shear of the toroidal flow ~or the radial electric field shear!
enters all the classical, neoclassical, and anomalous transport
equations as an additional thermodynamic force, and accord-
ingly influences the transport fluxes and the fluctuation level.
On the other hand, through the anomalous viscosity term in
the toroidal momentum balance equation, the fluctuations af-
fect the flow or the radial electric field as a reaction to the
sheared flow effect on the fluctuations. Thus, a self-
consistent description of the interaction between the fluctua-
tions and the sheared flow is given.
Our gyrokinetic equation for the rotating plasma con-
tains the new sheared flow driving term, from which the
perpendicular anomalous viscosity is defined kinetically. We
have derived the generalized Hasegawa-Mima equation from
the gyrokinetic equation, and found that the kinetically de-
fined anomalous viscosity reduces to the Reynolds stress in
the fluid limit.
We have examined effects of the toroidal flow shear on
the toroidal ITG modes by using the approximate dispersion
relation derived from the gyrokinetic equation. It is found
that there exists a stability window in the flow shear param-
eter space when the parameter K @see Eq. ~61!# is large ~or
when Ti /Te@1 or h i[LN /LTi@1). As K increases, the
width of the stability window is broadened and the threshold
value of the flow shear is heightened. The flow shear stabi-
lization is relatively stronger for the case of weak magnetic
shear. We have given the quasilinear anomalous diffusivities
for the heat and toroidal momentum transport using the lin-
ear eigenfrequencies and the mixing length argument. The
anomalous toroidal momentum diffusivity is proportional to
the anomalous thermal diffusivity and they decrease as the
flow shear increases. In the improved confinement of the
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute Tokamak-60 Up-
grade ~JT-60U!,28 the internal transport barrier ~ITB! withPhys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
Downloaded¬23¬Jun¬2009¬to¬133.75.139.172.¬Redistribution¬subjethe steep ion temperature gradient is formed in the region
where the gradient of the toroidal flow is steep, the magnetic
shear is weak, and Ti.Te .29 These ITB formation condi-
tions are in qualitative agreement with our results on the
stabilization of the toroidal ITG modes by the sheared toroi-
dal flow. In the stabilized region, there still remain the neo-
classical fluxes which are presented in Sec. III.
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APPENDIX A: CLASSICAL TRANSPORT EQUATIONS
FOR TOROIDALLY ROTATING PLASMAS
The gyrophase-dependent part of the distribution func-
tion is of the order d , and is written as
f˜a15 f a0
ma
Ta
Fu'av'8 1 25 S q'apa 2 JaTa u'aD v'8 Sma~v8!
2
2Ta
2
5
2 D1 12pa pagyro :S v8v82 ~v8!
2
3 ID G , ~A1!
where the perpendicular flows and the gyroviscosity are
given by
nau'a[E d3v f˜a1v'8
5
c
eaB
S Xa11 JaTa Xa21maR2VzXVD¹C3b,
q'a
Ta
[
1
Ta
E d3v f˜a1S «252 D v'8 5 52 cXa2eaB ¹C3b
1
Ja
Ta
nau'a ,
pa
gyro[E d3v f˜a1maS v8v82 ~v8!23 ID
5
paXV
2BVa
@2~¹C!~¹C!1~¹C3b!~¹C3b!
12I$b~¹C3b!1~¹C3b!b%# . ~A2!
Using Eq. ~A1!, the collisional frictions are related to u'a ,
q'a , and pa
gyro by
E d3vCaL~ f˜a1!mav'8 F 1Sma~v8!22Ta 2 52 D G
5(
b
F l11ab 2l12ab
2l21
ab l22
ab GF u'b2
5 S q'bpb 2 JbTb u'bD G
E d3vCaL~ f˜a1!maS v8v82 ~v8!23 ID5(b lVab pb
gyro
pb
, ~A3!415H. Sugama and W. Horton
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where the coefficients l jk
ab are the same ones as defined in
Refs. 3 and 22, and lV
ab are defined by
lV
ab[dab
ma
2
15Ta(a8
E d3v~v8!2Caa8@~v8!2 f a0 , f a80#
1
mamb
15Tb
E d3v~v8!2Cab@ f a0 ,~v8!2 f b0# . ~A4!
The self-adjointness of the linearized collision operator gives
the symmetry properties of the coefficients:
l jk
ab5lk j
ba
, lV
ab5lV
ba
. ~A5!
From Eqs. ~26! and ~A2!, we obtain the classical trans-
port equations as
Ga
cl5(
b
@~Lcl!11
abXb11~Lcl!12
abXb2#1~Lcl!1V
a XV ,
1
Ta
qa
cl5(
b
@~Lcl!21
abXb11~Lcl!22
abXb2#1~Lcl!2V
a XV ,
~A6!
(
a
Pa
cl5(
b
@~Lcl!V1
b Xb11~Lcl!V2
b Xb2#1~Lcl!VVXV ,
where the classical transport coefficients are given by
F ~Lcl!11ab ~Lcl!12ab
~Lcl!21
ab ~Lcl!22
abG5K c2R2BP2eaebB2 F 1 0JaTa 1G
3F2l11ab l12abl21ab 2l22abGF 1 JbTb0 1 G L ,
F ~Lcl!1Va
~Lcl!2V
a G5F ~Lcl!V1a~Lcl!V2a G
5(
b K mbR2Vz c2R2BP2eaebB2 F 1 0JaTa 1G F2l11
ab
l21
ab G L ,
~A7!
~Lcl!VV52(
a ,b
mambc
2
eaeb
K R2BP2B2 S ~R2BP214I2!4B2 lVab
1R4~Vz!2l11
abD L .
From Eqs. ~A5! and ~A7!, we obtain the Onsager symmetry
for the classical transport coefficients which is written as
~Lcl!mn
ab ~Vz!5~Lcl!mn
ab ~2Vz!5~Lcl!nm
ba ~Vz!
~m ,n51,2!,
~Lcl!mV
a ~Vz!52~Lcl!mV
a ~2Vz!5~Lcl!Vm
a ~Vz!
~m51,2!, ~A8!
~Lcl!VV~Vz!5~Lcl!VV~2Vz!,416 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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even without up-down symmetry since the classical transport
is a spatially local process. The momentum conservation by
collisions assures the intrinsic ambipolarity of the classical
particle fluxes (aeaGa
cl50, which reduces the number of the
independent thermodynamic forces in the classical transport
equations by one. As shown in Ref. 22, the reduced classical
transport equations retain the Onsager symmetry.
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE GYROKINETIC
EQUATION FOR TOROIDALLY ROTATING
PLASMAS
The derivation of the gyrokinetic equation ~49! for rotat-
ing plasmas with the toroidal flow velocity V05O (vTa) is
briefly explained in this Appendix. Subtracting the
ensemble-averaged kinetic equation ~1! from the original
non-ensemble-averaged one gives the equation for the fluc-
tuating distribution fˆ a as
F ]]t1v¹1 eama SE1 1c v3BD  ]]vG fˆ a2CaL~ fˆ a!
52
ea
ma
Eˆ 
]~ f a1 fˆ a!
]v
2Da , ~B1!
where the magnetic fluctuations are not considered. Let us
assume that the ensemble-average part and the fluctuating
part of the distribution function are expanded in terms of
d[ra /L as f a5 f a01 f a11 and fˆ a5 fˆ a11 fˆ a21 . The
lowest-order part of Eq. ~B1! in d is written for the fluctua-
tions in the WKB form of Eq. ~46! as
F ]]t21 1ik'~V01v8!2Va ]]j G fˆ a1~k'!
52ik'v'8
eafˆ ~k'!
Ta
f a0 , ~B2!
where ]/]t21 is used to describe the rapid temporal variation
with the characteristic frequencies in the order of
d21vTa /L;Va . From the average part and the oscillating
part of Eq. ~B2! with respect to the gyrophase j , we find that
fˆ a1(k') } exp(2iv21t) (v21[k'V0) and that
fˆ a1~k'!52
eafˆ ~k'!
Ta
f a01hˆ a~k'!eiLa~k'! ~B3!
which gives Eq. ~48!. From the O (d) part of Eq. ~B1!, we
have the equation for the second-order fluctuating function
fˆ a2 as
S ik'v'8 2Va ]]j D fˆ a2~k'!
[2Vae
iLa~k'!
]
]j
@e2iLa~k'! fˆ a2~k'!#
5R1a~hˆ a!1R2a~fˆ a!1R3a~fˆ a , fˆ a1!1CaL~ fˆ a1!, ~B4!
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R1a~hˆ a![2F ]]t0 1~V01v8!¹2 eama ¹F1 ]]v8G
3~hˆ a~k'!eiLa~k'!!,
R2a~fˆ a![F ]]t0 1~V01v8!¹2 eama ¹F1 ]]vG
3S eafˆ ~k'!Ta f a0D 1 eama ¹fˆ ~k'! ] f a0]v
1i
ea
ma
fˆ ~k'!k'
] f a1
]v
,
R3a~fˆ a , fˆ a1![i
ea
ma
(
k'8 1k'9 5k'
fˆ ~k'8 !k'8 
]
]v
fˆ a~k'9 !. ~B5!
The solvability condition for Eq. ~B4! is written by
R dj2p e2iLa~k'!@R1a~hˆ a!1R2a~fˆ a!1R3a~fˆ a , fˆ a1!
1Ca
L~ fˆ a1!#50. ~B6!
After lengthy calculations, the first three terms in the left-
hand side of Eq. ~B6! are written as
R dj2p e2iLa~k'!R1a~hˆ a!52F ]]t0 1~V01v i8b!¹1ik'
vdaGhˆ a~k'!,
R dj2p e2iLa~k'!R2a~fˆ a!5 f a0@wˆa1~k'!Xa1A 1wˆa2~k'!Xa2A
1wˆaV~k'!XaV
A 1wˆaT~k'!XaT
A # ,
R dj2p e2iLa~k'!R3a~fˆ a , fˆ a1!5 cB (k'8 1k'9 5k' @b~k'8 3k'9 !#
3J0~g8!fˆ a~k'8 !hˆ a~k'9 !,
~B7!
where hˆ a is regarded as a function of (t0 ,x8,« ,m;k') @see
Eqs. ~5! and ~46!# and the definitions in Eqs. ~50! and ~51!
are used. Finally, the gyrokinetic equation ~49! is obtained
from Eqs. ~B6! and ~B7!.
APPENDIX C: ONSAGER SYMMETRY OF
QUASILINEAR ANOMALOUS TRANSPORT
EQUATIONS
Here we assume that the spectra of the electrostatic fluc-
tuations fˆ (k') are given a priori and that the nonlinear term
in the gyrokinetic equation ~49! is negligible. Then, using the
definitions in Eq. ~55! with the solution of the linearized
gyrokinetic equation, we obtain the quasilinear anomalous
transport equations:Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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QaA
G5(b F ~LA!11ab ~LA!12ab ~LA!1Vab ~LA!1Tab~LA!21ab ~LA!22ab ~LA!2Vab ~LA!2Tab~LA!V1ab ~LA!V2ab ~LA!VVab ~LA!VTab
~LA!T1
ab ~LA!T2
ab ~LA!TV
ab ~LA!TT
ab
G
3F Xa1AXa2AXaVA
XaT
A
G . ~C1!
Here the anomalous transport coefficients (LA)rsab
(r ,s51,2,V ,T) are functionals of the fluctuation spectra, and
they also contain the equilibrium fields B and V0 as param-
eters:
~LA!rs
ab5~LA!rs
ab@B,V0 ,$fˆ %# . ~C2!
In the same way as in Ref. 8, we can show that the quasilin-
ear anomalous transport coefficients satisfy the following
Onsager symmetry:
Ta~LA!mn
ab @B,V0 ,$fˆ ~ t !%#
5Tb~LA!nm
ba @2B,2V0 ,$fˆ ~2t !%# ~m ,n51,2!,
Ta~LA!MN
ab @B,V0 ,$fˆ ~ t !%#
5Tb~LA!NM
ba @2B,2V0 ,$fˆ ~2t !%# ~M ,N5V ,T !,
~C3!
Ta~LA!mM
ab @B,V0 ,$fˆ ~ t !%#
2Tb~LA!Mm
ba @2B,2V0 ,$fˆ ~2t !%#
~m51,2;M5V ,T !,
where fˆ (2t) represents the fluctuation spectra obtained by
the time reversal of the original spectra fˆ (t).
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